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This report features world capital market performance and a
timeline of events for the past quarter. It begins with a global
overview, then features the returns of stock and bond asset
classes in the US and international markets.
The report also illustrates the performance of globally
diversified portfolios and features a topic of the quarter.
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MasterChef of Investing
First Quarter 2015
In the popular TV program MasterChef, contestants

This approach is more akin to the MasterChef

timing the market, like making brilliant-off-the-cuff

face a series of cooking challenges. From low quality

challenge in which contestants must cook a standard,

meals in any conditions and in an efficient and

ingredients to inadequate preparation and poor

popular dish with set ingredients. The focus is not

consistent manner, is a tough task—even for the

implementation, so many things can, and do, go

creativity but following an established process as

masters. Cooking meals off a provided menu, like the

wrong. It’s a bit like investing.

dictated by an outside party.

index managers, can be inflexible and costly.

In the world of investment, there customarily are two

But the drawback of this latter approach is the

The third way of investing is akin to the Dimensional

broad approaches. The first is a traditionally active

absence of flexibility. The contestants can’t substitute

approach.

one: Managers attempt to find mispriced securities or

one ingredient—or stock—for another. The recipe

seek to time their entry and exit points from various

must be followed. What’s more, it must be achieved

parts of the market.

in a designated timeframe.

This first approach is akin to the MasterChef

But what if we had a system that combined the

we efficiently and consistently serve up investment

challenge, which requires inventing a new and

creativity of the first approach with the simplicity of

solutions for a wide range of needs.

distinctive dish within a set time frame. The apparent

the second?

advantage for the chef is flexibility of concept.

In this third approach, our contestants do not face

Likewise, in the investment world, the traditionally

unnecessary constraints either in terms of time or

active manager locks in on individual ideas. That

ingredients. Instead, they assemble a broad selection

results in little flexibility and creates time constraints.

of dishes from multiple ingredients appropriate for

The manager tries to trade on information not

the season and at times of their choosing.

believed to be reflected in prices. If it doesn’t work
out, there may not be a Plan B.

premiums, and build flexibility into the system so that

Call it the MasterChef of investing.
The author would like to thank Marlena Lee
for her inspiration for this article.

can focus on what they can control and eliminate
elements that might restrict their choices. After all,

investment manager seeks to track as closely as

their ultimate goal is to efficiently and consistently

possible to a commercial index. The goal here is not

provide meals that suit a range of palates.

of “tracking error” (deviating from the benchmark).

design highly diverse portfolios that pursue market

The difference under this third way is that the chefs

The second approach to investing is when the

to stand out, so the manager will be most conscious

We can research the dimensions of expected returns,

In the world of investing, we believe this third
way is the optimal approach. Picking stocks and

Adapted from “MasterChef of Investing” by Jim Parker, Outside the Flags column on Dimensional’s website, March 2015. Dimensional Fund Advisors LP ("Dimensional") is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss. There is no guarantee investment strategies will be successful. The S&P 500 Index is not available for direct investment and does not reflect the expenses associated
with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice in reaction to shifting market conditions. This content is provided for
informational purposes, and it is not to be construed as an offer, solicitation, recommendation, or endorsement of any particular security, products, or services.
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Market Summary
First Quarter 2015 Index Returns

US Stock
Market

+1.80%

International
Developed
Stocks

Emerging
Markets
Stocks

+2.24%

+3.83%

STOCKS

Global
Real Estate

+4.36%

US Bond
Market

+1.61%

Global
Bond
Market
ex US

+2.25%

BONDS

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio.
Market segment (index representation) as follows: US Stock Market (Russell 3000 Index), International Developed Stocks (MSCI World ex USA Index [net div.]), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets Index [net div.]),
Global Real Estate (S&P Global REIT Index), US Bond Market (Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index), and Global Bond ex US Market (Citigroup WGBI ex USA 1−30 Years [Hedged to USD]). The S&P data are provided by
Standard & Poor's Index Services Group. Russell data © Russell Investment Group 1995–2015, all rights reserved. MSCI data © MSCI 2015, all rights reserved. Barclays data provided by Barclays Bank PLC. Citigroup bond
indices © 2014 by Citigroup.
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Timeline of Events: A Quarter in Review
First Quarter 2015

“Nasdaq Composite Ends Above 5,000
for the First Time since
Dot-Com Era”

“Strong Dollar Hammers Profits
at US Multinationals”

“Inflation Well Short of Fed’s
2% Target”
“Weak Economic Outlook
Raises Worries about
Demand for Crude”
“US Job Growth
Strongest Since 1999”

“Japan Shares
Hit Fresh
15-Year High”
“Janet Yellen
Puts Fed on Path to
Lift Rates”

“US, Cuba Open Talks
on Re-Establishing Ties”

“Euro’s Tumble
Brings It Closer to
Parity with
US Dollar”

“Nuclear Talks with Iran
Head toward Endgame as
Deadlines Loom”

“Household Wealth
Hits Highest
Level Ever”

“Global Government
Bond Yields Hit
New Lows”

“US Government
Bonds Rise for
Fifth Straight
Quarterly Gain”

“Global Worries
Reach Asia”

Jan

Feb

Mar

These headlines are not offered to explain market returns. Instead, they serve as a reminder that investors should view daily events from a longterm perspective and avoid making investment decisions based solely on the news.
Graph Source: MSCI ACWI Index. MSCI data © MSCI 2015, all rights reserved.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Performance does not reflect the expenses associated with management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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US Stocks
First Quarter 2015 Index Returns
The US equity market recorded positive performance
for the quarter.
Small caps outperformed large caps, helped by the strong
performance of small cap growth stocks.
Value indices underperformed across all size ranges.
US REITs outperformed broad US equity indices.

World Market Capitalization—US

Period Returns (%)

* Annualized

Asset Class

YTD

1 Year

3 Years**

5 Years**

Marketwide

1.80

12.37

16.43

14.71

8.38

Large Cap

0.95

12.73

16.11

14.47

8.01

-0.72

9.33

16.44

13.75

7.21

Large Cap Growth

3.84

16.09

16.34

15.63

9.36

Small Cap

4.32

8.21

16.27

14.57

8.82

Small Cap Value

1.98

4.43

14.79

12.54

7.53

Small Cap Growth

6.63

12.06

17.74

16.58

10.02

Large Cap Value

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio.
Market segment (index representation) as follows: Marketwide (Russell 3000 Index), Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Large Cap Value (Russell 1000 Value Index), Large Cap Growth (Russell 1000 Growth Index), Small Cap
(Russell 2000 Index), Small Cap Value (Russell 2000 Value Index), and Small Cap Growth (Russell 2000 Growth Index). World Market Cap represented by Russell 3000 Index, MSCI World ex USA IMI Index, and MSCI
Emerging Markets IMI Index. Russell 3000 Index is used as the proxy for the US market. Russell data © Russell Investment Group 1995–2015, all rights reserved. The S&P data are provided by Standard & Poor's Index
Services Group.

10 Years**
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International Developed Stocks
First Quarter 2015 Index Returns
Developed markets outside the US outperformed both the US
and emerging markets indices in US dollar terms.
Small caps slightly outperformed large caps.
Value indices underperformed growth indices, particularly in
large caps.
The Swiss franc was the only major developed markets currency
to outperform the US dollar. The Swiss central bank removed
the three-year currency cap to the euro.

Period Returns (%)

* Annualized

Asset Class

YTD

1 Year

3 Years**

5 Years**

Large Cap

3.83

Small Cap
Value
Growth

10 Years**

-1.39

8.24

5.72

5.03

4.03

-4.82

8.52

7.63

5.86

2.61

-3.99

8.06

4.90

4.38

5.02

1.20

8.36

6.49

5.61

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio.
Market segment (index representation) as follows: Large Cap (MSCI World ex USA Index), Small Cap (MSCI World ex USA Small Cap Index), Value (MSCI World ex USA Value Index), and Growth (MSCI World ex USA
Growth). All index returns are net of withholding tax on dividends. World Market Cap represented by Russell 3000 Index, MSCI World ex USA IMI Index, and MSCI Emerging Markets IMI Index. MSCI World ex USA IMI Index
used as the proxy for the International Developed market. MSCI data © MSCI 2015, all rights reserved.
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Fixed Income
First Quarter 2015 Index Returns
Interest rates across the US fixed income
markets generally declined in the first
quarter. The 5-year Treasury note dropped
28 basis points to end the period yielding
1.38%. The 10-year Treasury note declined
24 basis points to finish at 1.93%. The 30year Treasury bond fell 21 basis points to
finish with a yield of 2.54%.
On the short end of the curve, the 2-year
Treasury note shed 12 basis points to finish
at 0.66%. Securities within one year to
maturity were relatively unchanged.
Long-term corporate bonds returned 3.29%
for the quarter. Intermediate-term
corporate bonds followed by adding
1.89%.
Municipal revenue bonds (1.13%) slightly
outpaced municipal general obligation
bonds (0.87%). Long-term muni bonds
outgained all other areas of the muni curve,
returning 1.58%.

Period Returns (%)

* Annualized

Asset Class

YTD

1 Year

3 Years**

5 Years** 10 Years**

BofA Merrill Lynch Three-Month US Treasury Bill Index

0.00

0.03

0.07

0.09

1.49

BofA Merrill Lynch 1-Year US Treasury Note Index

0.11

0.21

0.26

0.39

1.99

Citigroup WGBI 1−5 Years (hedged to USD)

0.62

1.97

1.57

1.75

3.12

Barclays Long US Government Bond Index

3.89

21.03

7.60

10.49

7.83

Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index

1.61

5.72

3.11

4.41

4.93

Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index

2.52

2.00

7.46

8.59

8.18

Barclays Municipal Bond Index

1.01

6.62

4.05

5.11

4.85

Barclays US TIPS Index

1.42

3.11

0.63

4.29

4.56

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Yield
curve data from Federal Reserve. State and local bonds are from the Bond Buyer Index, general obligation, 20 years to maturity, mixed quality. AAA-AA Corporates represent the Bank of America Merrill Lynch US Corporates,
AA-AAA rated. A-BBB Corporates represent the Bank of America Merrill Lynch US Corporates, BBB-A rated. Barclays data provided by Barclays Bank PLC. US long-term bonds, bills, inflation, and fixed income factor data
© Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (SBBI) Yearbook™, Ibbotson Associates, Chicago (annually updated work by Roger G. Ibbotson and Rex A. Sinquefield). Citigroup bond indices © 2014 by Citigroup. The BofA Merrill Lynch
Indices are used with permission; © 2014 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated; all rights reserved. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation.
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Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
First Quarter 2015 Index Returns
US REITs outperformed the broad US equity market during the
quarter. In contrast, REIT indices outside the US underperformed
broad market non-US equity indices.

Period Returns (%)

* Annualized

Asset Class

YTD

1 Year

3 Years**

5 Years**

10 Years**

US REITs

4.71

25.26

13.95

15.89

9.45

Global REITs (ex US)

2.68

10.31

11.43

10.51

4.86

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio.
Number of REIT stocks and total value based on the two indices. All index returns are net of withholding tax on dividends. Total value of REIT stocks represented by Dow Jones US Select REIT Index and the S&P Global ex US
REIT Index. Dow Jones US Select REIT Index used as proxy for the US market and S&P Global ex US REIT Index used as proxy for the World ex US market. Dow Jones US Select REIT Index data provided by Dow Jones ©.
S&P Global ex US REIT Index data provided by Standard and Poor’s Index Services Group © 2014.
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Quotes
First Quarter 2015

“The great strategy you can’t stick with is obviously vastly inferior to the
very good strategy you can stick with.”
-Cliff Asness, AQR Capital Management

“If you aren’t willing to own a stock for ten years, don’t even think
about owning it for ten minutes. Put together a portfolio of companies
whose aggregate earnings march upward over the years, and so also
will the portfolio’s market value.”
-Warren Buffett

“There are no bargains in the absence of fear.”
-Rob Arnott

“If anyone needed a reminder how hard it is to divine the future, look
at the recent history of energy prices.”
-John Kimelman, Barron’s, December 18, 2014

“The Stock Market is designed to transfer money from the Active to the
Patient.”
-Warren Buffett
“The ability to distinguish between volatility and loss is the first casualty
of a bear market.”
-Nick Murray, Simple Wealth, Inevitable Wealth
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